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Project Motivation

- Slot filling → Form Filling
- Some transactions require more than simple slot filling
- Account for factors such as history, user preferences, financial 

concerns, offering related values

- How do we represent these cases? How do we help the user achieve 
their goals? 



Project Motivation

- Online food services are a huge, 
and growing industry

- In 2018, $82B → in 2025, $200B (Forbes)

- Restaurants and ordering 
services are using virtual 
assistants to streamline the 
ordering process



My Goal

What does the ideal food ordering 
conversation look like for the food 

orderer?

What does the ideal food ordering 
conversation look like for the food 

service provider? 



State of the Art

Google Assistant Alexa Skills

https://www.blog.google/products/assistant/order-your-favorite-food-with-google/

https://www.blog.google/products/assistant/order-your-favorite-food-with-google/
https://www.blog.google/products/assistant/order-your-favorite-food-with-google/


State of the Art



Step by Step Schedule

Week 1: User Side Conversation Research

Goals: Understand Conversation Patterns & Develop Conversation Prototype

- Collect domain specific FAQs
- Collect domain specific vocabulary
- Understand desired conversation flow
- Understand desired VA personality, proactivity, and positioning

Methods

- Experiment with current food ordering VAs
- Observe others  ordering food at restaurants - in person, in films, in TV
- Interview users about their food ordering experiences



Step by Step Schedule

Week 2: Restaurant Side Conversation Research

Goals: Understand Conversation Patterns & Develop Conversation Prototype

- Understand ideal order types for restaurants 
- Understand effective VA personality, proactivity, and positioning for restaurant goals
- Begin Preparing for Demo Implementation 

Methods

- Research restaurant economics and waitressing guides
- Observe others  taking  orders at restaurants - in person, in films, in TV
- Interview waiters and restaurant owners about their ordering taking experiences
- Speak with Monica’s industry contacts for feedback & guidance
- Discuss with Gio & Monica about which conversation aspects will be implementable/demoable



Step by Step Schedule

Week 3: Demo Implementation

Goals: Create Conversation Demo

- Demonstrate the conversation prototype with the Almond system
- Understand what system level changes are needed to create the desired conversation

Methods

- Coding Fun & Help from Gio!



Step by Step Schedule

Week 4: Conversation Prototype Testing

Goals: Improve Conversation Prototype

- Understand what parts of the designed conversation work well and not so well 
- Iterate & Improve

Methods

- User Testing



Planned Demo I would like to order some 

pizza for dinner. 

Yesterday you ordered two 

pepperoni pizzas from Dominos. 

Would you like to order 

the same thing? 

Not exactly. I have a friend 

coming over so I should 

probably get more food.

Caesar Salad goes well 

with the pepperoni. 

Yeah that sounds 

yummy!

I have added the Caesar Salad.

Would you also like something to 

drink? Pepsi? Water? Beer? 

No drinks, please...



What i will learn

- Conversation Design Factors
- Implementing a Domain Specific Skill
- The Language of Food! 



Thank you! Questions?


